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in the Bohai Sea and Yellow sea: a case study of Tanaka's4
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Supplementary Text S1–Validation of the Oceanographic Data7

Oceanographic data used in our study such as monthly mean bottom8

temperature (℃), bottom salinity (PSU) and bottom velocity (m/s) in 2016 were9

obtained from the Regional Ocean Modeling systems (ROMS) physical model10

provided by the Second Institute of Oceanography (SIO), Ministry of Natural11

Resources. The ROMS model domain covers the Bohai and Yellow Seas (BSYS) with12

high resolution of between 1.33 km and 2.79 km in the horizontal dimension, and13

simulates hydrodynamic conditions including three-dimensional temperature, salinity,14

and current. Model results were validated as follows: (1) The tides were validated15

using 30-day data sets from 4 tidal stations in the BSYS with root-mean-square errors16

(RMSEs) of 14 cm, 16 cm, 16 cm and 26 cm, respectively, which was consistent with17

the actual situation. (2) The spatial-temporal distribution of modeled surface and18

bottom salinity was reasonably consistent with data set from Hybrid Coordinate19

Ocean Model (HYCOM) as shown in Fig. S.1. Results of monthly mean sea surface20

temperature in 2016 of the ROMS model were consistent with data from NOAA21

optimum interpolation sea surface temperature (OISST) and Hybrid Coordinate22

Ocean Model (HYCOM) in Fig. S.2. Due to data deficiency, comparisons of23

temperature and salinity with direct observations were only conducted using field24

observations in the Bohai Sea in July, 1959 and July, 2006 (Zhou et al., 2017). The25

climatic bottom temperature was close to that observed in two time periods, whereas26

bottom temperature of cold water mass in July, 2016 was higher compared with the27

field observations (Fig. S.3). (3) The currents were validated using summer data sets28

from 5 mooring stations in the Bohai Sea. RMSEs of depth averaged currents were29
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between 0.05 m/s and 0.09 m/s with model skills more than 0.84 (model skill=130

indicates a perfect agreement). In addition, seasonal characteristics of the modeled31

currents were also consistent with previous studies (Guan, 1994; Ma et al., 2016; Liu32

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).33
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Fig. S.1. Results of monthly mean surface and bottom salinity from the ROMS model and Hybrid39

Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) in 2016.40



41
Fig. S.2. Results of monthly mean sea surface temperature from the NOAA optimum interpolation42

sea surface temperature (OISST), ROMS model and Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)43

in 2016.44



45
Fig. S.3. Simulations of monthly mean temperature and salinity in July from the ROMS model.46
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Fig. S.4. Correlation coefficients matrix of five environmental variables (BT: bottom temperature;49

BS: bottom salinity; BU: bottom velocity in latitude direction; BV: bottom velocity in longitude50

direction; CV: currents velocity; DS: distance to shore; a. June, b. August, c. October, d. January)51
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